I John Beckwith
Several recent articles have dealt with Canadian music in general (have we any serious composers? is their music identifiably Canadian?) or with the pros and cons of new music (the problems of the composer electing to write in an advanced idiom; the composer-audience relationship). In this essay I should like for once to assume that there are composers in Canada and that the musical idioms of our century are more than passing fashions. Discussion of the cultural setting of our music (its social and historical context), while valuable in itself, is left outside the scope of the present report. Instead I propose to examine a few characteristic works in detail, their techniques and stylistic components. The report deals with recent music by eight composers, some well known and others less so, four of whom live in Toronto and four in Montreal. The eight are chosen for interest and variety, and not because they are the only composers of merit in these cities, or even necessarily the best. In assembling these comments I have attempted to avoid professional jargon, but I have assumed in the non-professional reader some little knowledge of notation.
Whether or not John Weinzweig was, as legend has it, the first composer in Canada to employ the 12-note serial technique, he is at least its principal pioneer here. His application of it is in most works highly selective, tied in with a deliberate scheme of tonal centres; and the Viennese founding fathers are not among the most immediately recognizable influences on him. Bloch, Bartok, Copland, Prokoviev, Stravinsky are much more obviously reflected in his style than Schoenberg, Berg, or Webern--even though the early Violin Sonata is, I believe, inspired by the Lyric Suite of Berg, and a passage in the first movement of the Violin Concerto, as Weinzweig points out, draws on a scoring technique of Webern's. This is not a matter of great concern, except that it helps to underline a fact which people new to modern music tend to be confused about, namely, that 12-note writing is a technique and not a style. So much should already be clear from the radical differences between the musical personalities of the Vienna trinity-but even more from the differences between those men and a composer like Welnzweig.
Welnzweig works slowly. This is In his case a sign of patience and meticulousness rather than of an artistic attitude that sees In each new work a masterpiece which will sum up all the world has said to date not just In music, but In religion and philosophy as well. Weinzweig simply wants every section of every piece, no matter how slight, to have its proper value and its required number of notes, no more no less. An anecdote may illustrate this: although he is no violinist, Weinzweig said he was very well satisfied that the difficult cadenzas (one in each movement) of his Violin Concerto needed only one or two mlnor changes when the work went Into the hands of a soloist for performance. This was neither sales talk nor boasting. Whatever else one may say of his music, it always gives the impression of an accomplished composer, one who knows what he is about.
Tbis does not mean he is an easy composer or always a clear one. His easiest-least resistible-movements are his drily comic ones, which rely mostly on "cells" of rhythm and pitch, developing them somewhat like germ-cultures. In the finale of the Piano Sonata, whose openIng measures appear as Ex. I, a typical rhythmic technique of WeinExample 1 zweig's is revealed. There is no obvious 12-note derivation, but Instead a kind of rhythmic toying with a few notes-three of them only In the first measure, a fourth (the "tonic," as it turns out) in measure 2, a fifth In measure 3, a sixth and seventh In measure 4, an eighth at the start of the next phrase In measure 6. Comparable thematic layouts are found elsewhere in Weinzweig's music-the finale of the Divertimento for Oboe and Strings and the "Round Dance" section of the Red Ear of Corn ballet are two Instances. There is a certain parallel to the Stra-49 vinskian ballet-music constructions, with their inexact ostinatos. At the same time Weinzweig has developed great skill in the manipulation of such passages, and these movements are among his most characteristic. No thematic growth seems to be going on at all, yet one senses a mimetic quality, a playfulness, an almost distinct outline of body gesture in the music. Elsewhere this dance or mime quality takes a less sophisticated form and Weinzweig's weakness for tomtoms shows through. It is curious to find the muted trumpets, like a couple of painted braves, going ONE-two-three-four, ONE-two-three-four, at the height of development in the opening movement of the Violin Concerto-although one must admit the device has an air-clearing qUality.
The Violin Concerto is the latest large-scale work by Weinzweig. It is long and difficult, but absorbing and admirable (if not always lovable) music throughout. This is a concerto in which the soloist dominates: there are no extensive tuttis except in the last of the three movements. Yet the orchestra (roughly the same in size as that of the Beethoven Concerto) is judiciously exploited, and, although the notes seem few, there are no arid or thin stretches. The 12-note procedure is absorbed into an almost classical scheme of tonal centres: D in the first movement, E fiat in the second, C sharp in the third, are the clear-cut cadence points. Form in the first two movements has a classical balance, whose effect is especially noted in such well-imagined passages as the Prokoviev-like second subject of the first movement (Ex. 2) and the Example 2 end of the second movement, with its quality of romantic epilogue. The finale seems by contrast more capriciously shaped-a combination of rondo and variation according to the composer-with less feeling that at any given moment we will know just where we are. The Concerto will undoubtedly benefit from closer acquaintance. It is a serious, dignified piece. The emotional fervour in some of the melodies recalls the composer's best chamber work, the Sonata Israel for cello and piano, and is incidentally a fine counterbalance to Weinzweig's already mentioned rhythmical-satirical bent.
Weinzweig is a Canadian creative musician of real stature. This needs saying, perhaps, because he has another historical distinction which is so indisputable as to overshadow the first: he has fostered a modem "school" of composers in Toronto, and is in fact an influence. We may move on now to discuss the music of two of his former pupils, Harry Somers and Harry Freedman-pupils rather than disciples, because although they owe much of their craft to Weinzweig they are individualists.
Harry Somers is one of our few really prolific composers; he has farranging ideas, a flair for the dramatically sensational, and some unmistakable stylistic trademarks. In recent years he has established a definite public following, which is something new for a composer in Canada. A Somers premiere will attract a sure crowd of faithfuls in Toronto, and CBC executives have even been known to inquire of him what he is currently working on-an unusual turnabout indeed, and one which is very nice to hear of.
Like many other composers who produce rapiclly-one thinks of Villa-Lobos, Britten, Hindemith-Somers seems to have little faculty of self-criticism; he also repeats himself a good deal. As a result, the monumentally corny and the truly first-rate jostle each other in the list of his works. On the other hand, one can say something of Somers which it is possible to say of few Canadian composers: he has developed a vocabulary of sound all his own. Some of its more obvious components may now be catalogued.
A powerful device is the despairing long line of inactive motion. A sample from one of his most intensely beautiful pieces, the slow movement of the Piano Sonata No.4, is shown in Ex. 3. Often such lines are
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composed by extending a 12-note series by a note or two. Sometimes Somers even adds a quasi-tonal cadence. These bleak lines are personal songs of sadness and perhaps loneliness. In contrast, and sometimes even simultaneously, one finds another device-the nervous crackling interjection, which is often built on isolated sharp rhythms such as (;' Specific romantic or personal expression seems to be inherent here, too, though it is less easy to define than in the case of the sorrowing longline melody. Too often the interjections fail to grow musically into an impression of anything more than annoyance or pettish anger, though what is implied, I suppose, is a sort of primitive brutality of the Sacre du Printemps type. A third device frequently employed, deriving from Somers's interest in jazz and his own approach to piano playing, is the low-hass ostinato--reminiscent of the "boogie-woogie" of yesteryear.
The finale of the Piano Sonata No. 3 is one of the most successful applications of this device, which appears as a mannerism in many of Somers's earliest piano pieces (suggesting that jazz primitivism was perhaps one of the strongest forming influences in his style). Roccoco ornamentation, deliberately cultivated in one of Somers's few comic pieces, the Suite for Harp and Chamber Orchestra, reappears in several subsequent works and may be noted as something else identifiable in his stylistic makeup. A newer phase of Somers's development shows his adoption of the textures of traditional fugue. This has now become as much a personal element as any of those previously mentioned. The set of twelve piano fugues on 12-note subjects, titled 12 X 12, are pure studies in this idiom, the composer's strictest 12-note pieces. Though not so piauistic as the sonatas, they are notable for some of the liveliest themes Somers has invented; a typical subject, that of the seventh fugue, is shown in Ex. 4.
Example 4
The fugal procedure assumes importance in almost all the large works Somers has produced lately, among which may be particularly cited the Symphony No. I, the Passacaglia and Fugue for orchestra, and the Prelude and Fugue for a-capella chorus (Where Do We Stand, 0 Lord) -the latter a convincing musical conception in spite of its tawdry selfpitying text. (My own feeling is, however, that he is an instrumental rather than a vocal composer.)
Perhaps the most consistent feature of Somers's style is his mastery of the Bartokian formal crescendo--a crescendo often plainly erotic in feeling. Somers's forms are associated with the building-up and releasing of physical tension in music, and his orchestration is keyed to this idea, as to a large degree was Bartok's. The most successful application of this "dynamic form," as we may call it, is the Symphony No. 1. As the composer's own notes point out, the structure of this one-movement work is a gradual accumulating, releasing, and relaxing of force : strings state and work out the first theme, woodwinds join in for the second, brass (brilliantly introduced) for the third, percussion for the development of themes and the fugal climax-after which a solo violin recalls the opening phrases in a short calm postlude. The scheme is spread over about thirty minutes of time, but there is a real feeling of concentration, an over-all simplicity and directness. Elsewhere in Somers's writing the device is applied to single sections with great effectiveness-an effectiveness reaIizable particularly in the concert hall, because over the radio the proportions in such crescendos are often lost.
BegimIing two or three years ago with the Sonata No. 1 for violin and piano, Somers has lately been constructing his music with deliberate contrasts of tonal and atonal material. In the third movement of this Sonata, he introduces a chorale melody in A minor, adds contrapuntal lines to it, first in the same tonality then in other tonalities, until some tense extremes of dissonance are reached; the activity subsides finally into a single-line restatement of the chorale. Here, of course, we have the "dynamic form" process again; but the mixture of idioms in the course of about four minutes of music is altogether unexpected. Somers explains that he is coming more and more to feel the unity of musical past and musical present. It is typical of him to react passionately to any new musical enthusiasms, and history-the individual's relation to history-is very much on his mind. The Paris critic Fred Goldbeck has recently applied the useful term "counterpoint of styles" to some works by younger Italian composers along these lines (in an article in The Score, March, 1956) . Personally I find Somers has yet to give it a satisfactory creative form. His most ambitious recent attempt, the Second Piano Concerto, a forty-minute work in four movements, must be regarded as a failure in spite of many really striking features.
One would expect Somers to take naturally to the concerto mediumit is after all basically dramatic. In the Second Piano Concerto he does in fact give some electrifying new interpretations to the solo-tutti relationship: in the openings of movements one and two, particularly. The solo part is well conceived, though the constant octave doublings are perhaps too reminiscent of Rachmaninov and Prokoviev to be entirely suitable in this kind of music. The "counterpoint of styles" applies in the Concerto in a curious way. For example the third movement starts with a melody in A major played (evidently with one finger) by the soloist. It bears some relationship to the main 12-note series of the Concerto, and also, Somers points out, to the slow movement of Mozart's last piano concerto-the one in B flat, Kochel 595. Before it concludes, the cellos enter with a dissonant counter-melody built on an entirely new 12-note series. The effect is legitimate, as far as it goes. Later in the movement, however, the strings sing another principal idea-a Vaughan-Williams-ish melody in F sharp minor-and the piano states violent Somers-ish interjections against it: here is a "counterpoint of styles" again, but one's idea of dramatic fitness is upset: one wonders (recaJling Liszt's comment on the Beethoven Fourth Concerto) which is Orpheus and which the beasts. Another disturbing thought is that, if tonal and atonal musics are going to be heard in close contrast or simultaneously ("on different planes," as Somers puts it), each must be strongly delineated according to its own laws. Possibly owing to an accident of scoring, the cadence to the second movement (quoted as Ex. 5), Example 5 evidently intended as a straightforward dominant-tonic resolution in B minor, produces a very ambiguous tonal sense: the "added" C sharps and G naturals destroy the feeling of balance. There are other instances, too, where the tonal side of the argument seems harmonically rather uncertain. On the other hand, when the tonal themes are worked out on a contrapuntal or fugal scheme, the composer's intentions are paradoxically much easier to follow: as, for example, in the chorale-like combination in the brass of the same tune in three different speeds (a "triple canon by augmentation"), found in the second movement, and quoted as Ex. 6. This is one of the most satisfactory passages in the Example 6 entire Concerto, technically, expressively, and in terms of pure euphony (the brass instruments are set against an undulating string background). Unfortunately it strikes the listener as a fine patch, just as the cadence quoted previously seems a poor patch: the work is too roving and diffuse, not just in quality but in style: all four movements are in a kind of variation form, but this is still no justification for such wide diversity. Nor can I understand Somers's point that the material "demanded" this type of treatment: despite the often clear relationship of themes, one could be satisfied with fewer of them and a more careful delineation of dramatic purpose.
Variation is apparently absorbing Somers now just as fugue did a few years ago. A piece in which these two preoccupations occur side by side is the Passacaglia and Fugue for orchestra-the most widely performed among his recent works, and happily so, because it is one of his finest. There is a distinct historical relationship both in the choice of the passacaglia form and in the invention of a bass line (Ex. 7) whose Example 7 descent recalls many of the stereotyped seventeenth-century passacaglia basses. The one flaw perhaps is that, where the seventeenth-century ideal was a continuous repeating bass, Somers's bass tends to slow down and stop at each repetition. The scoring is sumptuous in its effectrecalling the heavy organ-like mixtures of sound in Stokowski's transcriptions of Bach. For example, the bass is first presented in octaves and unison by cellos, basses, bass clarinet, and double bassoon. The Passacaglia is fairly strict 12-note music, the bass constituting the first half of the series. The variations treat the bass in various traditional contrapuntal· ways-including brilliant stretto. The Fugue is built on a new series, much more deliberately chromatic in its arrangement, and formed into a rhythmically incisive subject, somewhat resembling the fugal opening of Bartok's Quartet No.5. The entries of this subject come on successive notes of the series rather than on the old tonal points-a solution which Somers had already arrived at in some of the fugues in 12 X 12. The Fugue develops naturally and dynamically to an exciting conclusion with the augmented subject high in the trumpets.
Part of the excitement no doubt comes from the contrast to the material of the foregoing Passacaglia and from the succinctness of the over-all plan (the whole work lasts about ten minutes).
A less complicated and less prolific artist than Somers, though a thoroughly interesting one, is Harry Freedman. He too is basically an instrumental composer (his one vocal work, the Two Vocalises for soprano, clarinet, and piano, is pure chamber music where the voice performs as an instrumental participant, without text). Freedman's instrumental thinking, even in lyrical or abstract moments, aligns itself natnrally with dance music-and on this continent that means jazz. European composers tend to consider jazz a dead issue nowadays, at least in relation to serious music--not realizing how much a part of our lives it is in North America. In Freedman's work the jazz influence so often suggested in Weinzweig and Somers comes more fully into view. Freedman sometimes borrows the twelve-bar phrase of the blues as a unit of structure in his slow movements; like Copland, in fast movements he often makes systematic irregularities of rhythm out of the free irregularities found in jazz-hence his Copland-like succession of measured eighth-notes in diflerent quantities (8/8 in the second of the Vocalises, 7/ 8 with variants in the scherzo of the Piano Suite and the second part of the Fantasia and Dance); most significant of all, he instinctively expresses himself in snatches of melody like Ex. 8 (from the second Vocalise), which echo the vocabulary of jazz. Although Freedman draws on "row" techniques, he is no more a strict 12-note practitioner than Weinzweig or Somers. One may expect here something like that free atonalism unconnected with the chromatic series but evolved from it, which Ernst Krenek has envisioned (in the introduction to his Studies in Counterpoint, New York, 1940) : however, as with the two preceding composers, the impression is much more of a diatonic music eclectically drawing on chromatic series for its themes. An excellent illustration of the artistic results of this technique is Freedman's Tableau for string orchestra. This work, inspired by a modern painting of a scene in the Canadian North, is in a single highly unified movement, with muted opening and close and two peaks of dYnamic intensity. The 12-note series appears in strict form in three different transformations at the opening-an endless meandering melody of slow swaying rhythm which runs all through the piece. This melody soon abandons its serial connection, and indeed the series is only very selectively drawn upon in the main body of the work-although two of the principal motifs presented for development prove to be four-note extractions from its retrograde version. The work's glacial "northern" qualities seem to derive mostly from such details as the eerie non-vibrato held chords of the divided second violins and the frequent wide-spaced octave doublings of melodies. There are strangely few suecessfnl Canadian works in the realm of evocative music: all the more reason then to value the existing ones, such as this Tableau and Somers's North Country.
Though he is a skilled impressionist, grandiloquence is not Freedman's natnre. He seems to make an attempt along these lines in the Fantasia and Dance for violin and orchestra, his latest large-scale composition. The Fantasia has the Somers-like aura of portent, but scarcely manages to get away from its opening motif, whose resemblance to the mating call of a model-T Ford rather robs it of its intended dramatic expressiveness. A much more satisfying experience is the Dance section, based on an almost modal theme in favourite Freedman rhythm (Ex. 9).
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The melodic contour here, added to the fact that the composer follows the classical concerto pattern in giving his tune a double exposition, solo answered by orchestra, makes this an immediately acceptable piece of musical logic and a passage that is very pleasing to the senses.
Pleasing in the same way are the Two Vocalises. Here the contrast between movements is similar to that of the Fantasia and Dance. The first Vocalise is more interesting and better balanced than the Fantasia, even though built on a smaller scale. It has something of the same quality of fancy in the free cadenza-like passages for voice and clarinet such as that shown in Ex. 10. The second Vocalise is easygoing, popularsounding rhythmic music similar to the Dance, though less animated. Freedman's newest work is a Quartet on jazz motifs, for wind instruments. • .
• ' .
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At this point, for interested readers who may feel frustrated on learning that the bulk of the pieces mentioned in this article are unpublished, I may mention that good examples of short playable piano works by Somers and Freedman-and an amusing though rather less typical one by Weinzweig-are included in a neat inexpensive anthology called Fourteen Piano Pieces by Canadian Composers (Harris, Oakville, Ont., 1955) . Another composer represented in the same volume is the Estonian-Canadian Udo Kasemets, whose work I want now to discuss briefly. As a matter of fact the item chosen for this collection, the second of his Six Piano Preludes, may provide a starting point-a cheerful concise little study which on analysis proves to be much more rigidly arranged along rhythmic and 12-note schemes than would at first appear. A prominent motif is the "hom-fifth" beloved of the Austrian masters, particularly Schubert. Two impressions of Kasemets as a composer may be noted here, because they are reinforced by further acquaintance with his music. The first is that he employs advanced techniques with a remarkable naturalness. Second, he seems very close to the spirit of folk music.
Two recent instrumental works of his in which these characteristics may be viewed more extensively are the Sonata da camera for solo cello and the String Trio. Ex. 11 quotes a theme from the scherzo of the cello piece, where through all the complexities of rhythm one receives a pronclunced echo of rustic kettledrums. This ambitious work is in four movements: fantasia, scherzo, recitative, and fugue. The last actually contrives to present a double fugue on four strings of a cello, by interlocking the broken rhythms of the two subjects-a scheme which, though ingenious, seems highly visionary. The Trio, ten minutes or so in length, is subtitled "Metamorphosis on an Estonian Folktune." The melodic materials are the tune and a 12-note series stemming from its intervals. The fantasia-like structure is formed by four distinct rhythmic sections, separated by short canonic treatments of the tune. The canons again demonstrate both this composer's ingenuity and the sense of effortlessness produced by the everyday quality of his materials. The final canon (of which Ex. 12 shows a fragment) is almost like a fifteenth-century "mensuration canon," as Kasemets points out; at the same time it gives a real feeling of culmination after what has gone before-a1most of clarification, in fact, since this is the most complete version of the tune he gives us. The term "metamorphosis" is well chosen: the sense of growth and change in this music is very strong.
Example 12
Although not allied to folk music, the Poetic Suite for soprano, piano, and string orchestra, on three poems by Kathleen Raine, is again notable for musical material which is readily assimilable; its treatment, however, presupposes effort on the part of a listener. There are two 12-note series here, both quoted in Ex. 13. It will be observed that the first contains the perfect harmonic intervals and in fact produces complete triads at two points (these triads are major in the quoted version of the series, but in transformations, such as the inversion and so on, they sometimes become minor). The other series is simply a scalic arrangement of three tetrachords. The two series have a common quality in their tripartite arrangement. Melody, counterpoint, and harmony throughout the Suite are derived from these two sources, sometimes quite freely, although a motivic consistency is nearly always not only visible in the score but audible as well. Serial harmonies are tricky to handle, but, to take a single example, the final chord of the opening movement, a combination of the triadic and open-fifth qualities of series one, is remarkably clear and satisfying as a point of repose: the reason lies chiefly in the scoring, which clarifies the various tonal components of the chord by giving each a distinct tone-colour and range (see Ex. 14).
The Suite is in three movements-rondo, interlude, and passacaglia. The calm interlude ("The World" ) calls for solo violin, solo cello, and voice only. Its semi-acrostic structure is a fascinating musical reproduction of the poet's wordplay (the four lines of the poem are mere rearrangements of the same few words, as in some Oriental verse). The passacaglia bass is provided by the inversion of series two. Descending tetrachords are of course traditional in passacaglia writing, and this passacaglia is in its way as original a comment on a traditional procedure as the one by Somers discussed above.
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Kasemets is a worthy addition to our musical scene, particularly since, besides his compositional fluency, he is also an enthusiastic performer of new music as pianist and choral conductor. His newest works are a violin concerto and a snite for gamba and harpsichord on ecclesiastical melodies.
Two European-born Montrealers must now be mentioned : Otto Joachim and Istvan Anhalt. Joachim is a professional viola player who has turned to composition. I have heard recently his Music for Violin and V iota and Sonata for Cello and Piano, and read his piano piece L'Ec/osion. Without further clue, and on the basis of influences, one would probably identify these pieces as the work of a typical European composer of the post-war generation. The 12-note technique is applied in a Webern-like way, but more dynamically; the rhythmic patterns are arranged for mathematical expansion and contraction as in Messiaen; the exploitation of extremes in the sound-resources of conventional instruments recalls Varese (a composer Joachim admires greatly). Thus in the Cello Sonata, as the composer puts it, "the melodic lines go from one instrument to another," it la Webern. Notable also is the quality of wit both here and in the Music for Violin and Viola: to my mind it recalls the fun of Webern's Concerto for Nine Instruments (this comparison will be hotly resisted by those who still hold to the conventional view that atonality cannot express delight). The Music has an ingenious outward structure: the five movements in order systematically increase in complexity, while at the same time diminishing in length, so that the last is a very tense and brief affair, producing an effect of the compression of ideas which no doubt it truly represents. Another example of a systematic time-scheme is in L'Eclosion, where in one section the "row" is presented in a series of spurts, each containing two or three more notes than the one before; each spurt is separated from the one before by a rest, and each rest (the composer rightly insists they are an active part of the scheme, to be measured just as accurately in performance as the notes themselves) also shows an increase in size of one eighth-note over its predecessor. Ex. 15 shows the start of this Example 15 passage, containing the "row" itself. What follows is first a parallel statement of these same notes arranged in reverse; the original and the reverse are then played simultaneously, or rather in a canon at one eighth-note's distance, whose effect is twofold: the rests tend to become smaller, producing excitement, and the odd out-of-range low F assumes a special climatic significance as the central note on which the two versions of the "row" seem to agree.
But it is in the field of pure sound that Joachim's skill chiefly lies. He calls to mind the fundamental concept of the composer as an inventor of sounds. His music is "ear-music" as opposed to "eye-music," although its notation is very scientific: the scores are bewildering and eccentric until one absorbs the pure sounds they represent. Joachim has a quartet in progress, and has recently acquired his own equipment for the production of electronic music, after the very up-to-date methods of Cologne and Paris. He is certainly capable of turning out interesting examples in this idiom. His expertness in instrumental resource is strik-ing. As an example, most pianists would resist L' Eclosion, but would have to admit that the pedal devices, percussive bell sounds, staccatos, harmonics, and neatly placed sostenuto lines, all have a precise meaning in the idiom of no other instrument but a twentieth-century grand piano. The music is like an abstract sculpture in cold gleaming steel-if one admits that artistic effects of comedy, pathos, and melodrama are achievable in such a medium, as I think: they are. Sheer efficiency in an artist is a rare value: Joachim has it.
Acquaintance with the music of Joachim and Kasemets suggests that perhaps the newcomers are the ouly composers in Canada applying 12-note procedures in anything like the strict fashion of Krenek, Webem, and middle-period Schoenberg. This impression is strengthened when one comes to consider the music of lstvlm Anhalt, Hungarian-born, Paris-trained composer now teaching at McGill. Here is an almost completely orthodox Schoenbergian technician, and I feel that the bewilderment caused by a recent performance of his Piano Fantasia in Toronto was at least partly the result of a lack of acquaintance with his models.
Anhalt's orthodoxy as well as his individuality are well illustrated in his most recent work, the Sonata for violin and piano. The series itself is of the self-mirroring type employed by Webem and (sometimes) Krenek. That is, as Ex. 16 shows, the last six notes exactly invert the "10 .
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contour of the first six. Like Schoenberg, Anhalt for the most part avoids doubling any note of a chord an octave above or below-and this is one feature which separates him from "selective" atonalists like Weinzweig and Somers. Schoenberg himself stated that the avoidance of the octave was one of the great problems he set out to solve in the years when he was formulating the Zwolftontechnik. (His reasons are clearly put in "Composing with Twelve Tones"-the definitive essay on this technique-which appears in his Style and Idea, London, 1951.) Avoidance of the octave does not mean avoidance of the unison doublings traditional in central European music-and the handling of these by Anhalt is both skilful and original. Ex. 17 shows a typical instance from the slow movement of the Sonata. Anhalt also follows the precedent provided by some of the classics of 12-note music in concentrating on the interval-characteristics of his series one at a time.
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Against this fairly standard treatment may be placed a higbly individual trait of Anbalt's-if one may refer to something which occurs twice in the Sonata and once in the Fantasia as a trait-namely, presenting the whole series at one blast in the opening bar of a piece. Ex. 18 shows, for instance, the first bar of the Fantasia. This gives unsuspecting listeners a rather unpleasant shock; and they would hardly be comforted if the composer told them, as I imagine he would, that his purpose is to create as quickly and as radically as possible a climate for what is to follow. It is indeed daring of him; and partisan modernists may find satisfaction that a piece composed in 1955 can shock as effectively as one composed in 1925. My experience in the" case of the Sonata is that after a few hearings the second movement, for example, takes shape along somewhat these lines; an explosion, followed by microscopic examination of the various items of debris.
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A more accessible movement in this work (which throughout is, however, well worth study and repeated hearings) is the finale, a set of variations with considerable appeal in its succession of pizzicati, rapid piano figuration, tremolo sui ponticel/o, and other colour effects so often cultivated by atonaJists. Ex. 19 shows a climactic passage just before the close, demonstrating the composer's keen sense of the individuality of the two instruments in this difficult medium. Example 19 This may lead us to a brief word about rhythm in Anhalt's work, because in the opening of the Sonata the same feeling of separate identities in the music is conveyed by the extremely complex separate rhythmic characterization given to each line. In speaking of the Fantasia, Anhalt said one of his aims was the "avoidance of metre." Possibly he means by this the avoidance of any repeating metre which might make the notes coalesce into a "theme" in the classical sense. This is athematic music along the lines of some strictly conceived 12-note works of Schoenberg, say the Violin Concerto. It is the most abstract kind of music. It requires one of two kinds of listening-either the kind where you concentrate on minute details (motifs, intervals, recurrent turns of phrase) in the counterpoint, or the much harder kind where you build up an almost architectural image of the music as it proceeds. Probably the latter is what Anhalt had in mind when in his notes on the Fantasia he asked his listeners to perceive the whole piece as a curve of pitch and dynamics with two peaks. Most people found this unhelpful-it is difficult-but in such abstract music it is doubtful what else, barring a lot of complicated detail, could be pointed out. The "meaning" must be an individual experience for each listener. Difficult music in any style requires effort and several hearings.
A more immediately approachable work of Anhalt's, however, and one in which, because of the presence of words, not nearly the same degree of puzzling abstraction is encountered, is his suite called Comments, for contralto, violin, cello, and piano. The texts are three short clippings from the Montreal Star, which were distributed to the audience in photostat form at the first performance--a delightful idea, and one from which Anhalt draws specific dramatic inspiration. Particularly notable, as suggesting the wide range of this composer's capabilities, are the first "Comment," on the headline BALI'S LEAD[NG DANCER SLAIN, which makes use of the scales and colonr effects of the gamelang orchestras; and the finale, which discovers beautifully the poetry one often feels in a weather report: The opening line of this particular report was a gift for the composer: "The weather picture shows almost no motion this morning." At the close, where the voice outlines a single interval against "almost no motion" in the instruments, on the words "Low tonight and high tomorrow at Montreal 36 and 55, Ottawa 30 and 55, Ste. Agathe 30 and 55," one is left wondering why no composer of Canadian upbringing has ever thought of attempting this very simple, obvious, but quite touching effect of local colour.
Gabriel Charpentier is a novelist and poet as well as composer. He provided the text for Pierre Mercure's recent Cantate pour une joie, and acts as Mercure's assistant in productions of the CBC Television series "L'Heure du Concert." I have both heard and seen three of his works of late-a set of Sept Chansons enfantines, a Mass, and a group of three songs on poems of St. John of the Cross. The Sept Chansons enfantines are written to be performed by unaccompanied high voices. The aphoristic verses are from a number of French and French-Canadian poets including Charpentier himself. The music is constructed in simple short phrases of melody, the words being handled almost always syllabically, one tick of rhythm for each syllable of the text. The effect, a sort of sung scansion, is extremely fresh and vivid; and the composer agrees that the songs resemble certain works of the young Stravinsky, such as the Berceuses du chat. The Mass, which could be termed a missa brevissima, so "undeveloped" is it in the conventional sense, is scored for three high voices of equal range. Here again the treatment is mostly syllabic, the melodic construction simple; but the vocal textures and the choice of harmonies suggest certain deliberate historical points of reference. The Kyrie employs the suave melodic contours of the fifteenth-century Burgundians, the Gloria is a delightful "echoing" canon for two sopranos, and cadences in the Kyrie and Aguus Dei reveal the open fourths and fifths of late-medieval polyphony. This music possesses clarity, vividness, and a very real charm. It manages to be both appropriate to its liturgical function and artistically genuine. It is no mere exercise in style-although it may legitimately be viewed as a modern comment on, say, the fifteenth-<:entury master Guillaume Dufay.
Charpentier's Trois poemes de St. J ean-de-la-Croix, for contralto, violin, and cello, is an ambitious vocal work, occupying neady half an hour in performance. Although related to the two works already (jiscussed, ii has a flavour of its own, sets up and solves its own problems.
The first song lasts for over ten minutes and is extremely slow and even in tempo. The text is a poem of regular stanzas, each ending with a refrain. Charpentier's melodic phrases are, as before, utterly simple, but there are absolutely no repetitions. Each phrase has its own contour and indeed its own declamation. Even the refrain is treated differently at each recurrence: the words 'je meurs de ne pas mourir' are given slightly different musical inflections each time, such as a very subtle actor might employ. When one is so used to looking for tight-knit motivic relationships in melody, it is refreshing to find a vocal composer deliberately setting out to achieve emotional appropriateness by different means. Again parallels to this kind of melodic procedure could be found in medieval and Renaissance music.
The piece has a quite moving effect. Being accustomed to more "active" music, one at first resists the deliberateness of the tempo and the composer's refusal to drop the customary heavily underlined motivic clues as to his intentions. Then gradually the textures and the sheer melodic progress from note to note begin to exert a fascination: there are so few notes that each one becomes an adventure. A little more than halfway through there is a phrase where suddenly voice and violin run together in unison (Ex. 20); then towards the end the voice rises Example 20 momentarily to a higher dynamic than before: these details are just enough to convey a feeling of shape, a roundness of over-all musical design.
The second song is antiphonal between voice and instruments, except for the final stanza, where according to the composer the combined lines should have "the rigidity of a chorale." It is also, up to this point, largely monophonic, the vocal phrases being unaccompanied and the single instrumental line, of wide-ranging intervals, passing from violin to 'cello. An extract is given as Ex. 21. The impression is one of severe restraint, with a sort of fleshly sensuosity just below the surface of each phrase--a skilfnl musical setting for words of a sixteenth-century nation in 1953. Papineau·Couture seems to have been almost alone among the composers in approaching the commission as simply an opportunity to write a serious piece of music. At the same time, his Prelude has orchestral weight (much heavy doubling of instrumental lines), dignity, and even a certain pomposity in its ideas, which suit it to a festive, or at least a solemn, occasion. I have the impression that the composer took his cue from the Lully overtures; his dotted rhythms have an almost Grand Siecle ceremoniousness about them. The piece has, however, contrapuntal density and a far from anonymous character of expression. It could very well fill the function of an imposing pro· gramme·opener in our orchestral repertoire, replacing Oskar Morawetz's well·known Carnival Overture.
Stravinsky has been a major influence on Papineau·Couture. It was a courageous act for him, I imagine, to re..get the Latin text used in the finale of the master's Symphony of Psalms. His Psaume CL is a "Concerto of Psalms," if you like. Where Stravinsky enlarges the text symphonically, Papineau-Couture enlarges it into proportions suitable for concerted treatment-the opposition of selected musical forces. Perhaps the term cantata describes it best; and if this suggests historical connections with the baroque, those connections are further underlined in the form of the piece, its harmonic style, and its sonorous flavour.
(It could have a wonderful effect if performed on a festive occasion in one of our large churches.) Symmetrically designed, the work is framed by an extended "Alleluia" section, heard at the opening and close. In between there are five contrastingly scored movements, each based on a verse or two of the Psalm. The composer's forces are skilfully chosen; there is an obbligato organ part; the vocal tasks are shared by a mixed chorus and two soloists (soprano and tenor); and a wind ensemble complements the voices in range and weight-a choir of trumpets and trombones balancing the singing chorus, and flute and bassoon soloists corresponding to the two vocal ones.
The movements are bound together by a free variational device similar to the "cyclic form" of composers such as d'lndy. A scale formula heard in the organ and brass parts at the very start of the work is employed in a variety of ways throughout. Some of its transformations are shown in Ex. 22. The theme itself has what the Americans call "good profile," and its derivatives are easily recognized, or at least felt.
It is worthwhile to describe the individual movements of the Psaume CL briefly. The first has an organ·and·brass introduction leading into the weighty Alleluia. ''Enhanced'' tonal harmonies derived from Stra- 
vinsky and others, now very much a natural part of Papineau-Couture's writing, may be illustrated in the very adroit link from introduction to Alleluia (Ex. 22d). The second movement is for women's chorus, flute, and bassoon: an Allegretto of airy melodic grace (Ex. 22e). In movement three the composer applies a medieval motet technique to his theme. It appears in greatly lengthened notes in the trombone; three rhythmically independent brass parts are combined with it (see Ex. 22 f); and the instrumental force is interrupted and opposed in a series of very free melismatic phrases by the solo tenor. In the fourth and fifth movements the psalm phrases receive practically the only direct musical illustrations out of many the composer might have succumbed to. The fourth movement is for men's voices and organ solo; and there is a long fanfare-like interlude for the brasses, which later join with the voices and organ: the clue to the interlude is of course the text "Laudate eum in sono tubae." The fifth movement is scored for the soprano soloist and the two woodwinds, and among its motifs is one which capitalizes on the onomatopoeic quality of the word "timpano."
Preceding the Alleluia finale, the original instrumental introduction is reworked with added vocal parts (see Ex. 22g), to form a crux of emphasis for this beautifully proportioned composition. I find it notable that the repetition of material here is welcome and exhilarating in its effect.
The Psaume CL is one of two Canadian works chosen for the International Music Council's modern-repertoire catalogue (International Rostrum of Composers), the other being Harry Somers's Symphony No. 1. It is reassuring to know that if foreigu conductors seek Canadian works two really first-class examples are being recommended to them in this way. The Papineau-Couture work is his finest to date, and indeed I know of very few works by Canadians of comparable beauty, unity, and artistic stature.
